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An Lyverva hep Cost
Textow Kernewek a-dhywar'n Wy
cuntellys gans Eddie Foirbeis Climo

<< NOWETH !! >> versyon 1.1  2008.10.04

::: Roy copys dhe'th cothmens, mar plek! :::

::: About the disk :::
The World Wide Web has opened up many new opportunities for sharing and searching for information, and 
nowhere is this more apparent than with lesser-used languages. 

Printed Cornish books, as we know, can be hard to acquire, and many of the older texts are both rare and 
expensive. However, there is a wealth of such out-of-copyright material available for downloading free from the 
Web in the form of electronic books, or 'e-books'. One especially good example of a site that offers such 
resources is the Internet Archive (www.archive.org), which has been creating an ever expanding free public 'e-
library' of out-of-copyright works. Many major archive libraries have similar projects in progress as well.

Of course, the catch is that you need to know just where to go to find these e-books, and, as some of the files 
are quite large, you need a fast Internet connection as well. This CD tries to overcome these problems, by 
offering a compilation of everything in —or on— the Cornish language that I've been able to find so far.

The disk is in dual Macintosh and Windows format, in order to be compatible with as many computers as 
possible. The files have been left unedited, with the sole exception of a few documents where, for reasons of 
authenticity, I've removed a KK version to leave just the MS transcription. In almost all cases, the original Web 
address is given with the document, to enable you to visit the source site and see what else you might unearth 
(but see the accompanying file 'Red vy - URLs' for caveats, and for extra goodies!). Moreover, on some web 
sites, the documents are also offered in alternative file formats, one of which might suit your needs better.

Be warned, though, that not all of the ebooks on this disk are of equally dependable quality, For instance, the 
PC 'translation' of the Bible is full of howlers, some of them quite hilarious (eg. Dallethfos/Genesis 1:3). 
Elsewhere, some of the transcriptions from Howlsedhes Services are said to be unreliable (although I can't assert 
this from 1st-hand knowledge, not being a corpus linguist). So. caveat lector is the watchword: reader beware!

::: Lyverva Hep Cost : Conditions of Use :::
The contents of this disk are, to the best of my knowledge, all in the public domain and free of copyright; 
certainly, all were freely available online. I've made a small number of copies available at no cost to friends and 
acquaintances, both to give them easy access to part of their Cornish heritage, and in the hope that at least some 
of them might make and pass on copies in the same spirit. Samizdat meets the Cornish Revival!

The sole condition I would like to apply to this compilation is that it should not be copied and sold for profit. 
The cost of a blank CD-R is under 50p Sterling at present, and the Lyverva disk should have come to you at 
that sort of price or less. It would be a service to the Cornish Revival if you could make and pass on some 
copies in the same spirit. If you wanted to put the contents, or an image, of this CD on your website, go ahead.

If you prefer to read from paper, there's nothing to stop you making your own printed version of any of the e-
books on this disk. If you'd like to print, bind and sell paper copies of any of them, you'd be doing us all a 
good turn. Let me know, and I might even buy a copy myself!

::: Errors and Omissions :::
If you find other texts that have been overlooked, I'd like to know about them, for adding to a future edition of 
the Lyverva. This version 1.01 of the CD is only about 2/3 full, so there's room for quite a lot more.

Equally, if there's anything on the disk that contravenes someone's copyright, I'd like to know about that as 
well, so the offending item may be removed. You can contact me at the e-mail address below.

Oll an gwella dheugh, a Gesgernewegoryon whek.
Redya lowen dheugh, onen hag oll!

Eddie Foirbeis Climo
Dewnans, mys Hedra 2008

eddieagernow-lyverva@yahoo.co.uk
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::: Contents :::

<< Noweth yn Version 1.1 >>
Bannister, John - A glossary of [20,000] Cornish names ... local, family, person &c
Bottrell, William - Traditions and hearthside stories of West Cornwall
Le Gonidec, Jean François - Grammaire celto-bretonne
Sandys, William - Specimens of Cornish provincial dialect
Thomas, Joseph - Randigal rhymes, and a glossary of Cornish words

§ Breton
Parry-Williams, T.H. - Phonology of Breton & Welsh
Treasure, J Percy - An introduction to Breton grammar

§ CornishBible -PC translation!??

§ Cussel an Tavas Kernûak
Allen, William -  2 rhymes
Bodinar, William - letter.pdf
Boson, John

Advice to Arthur Hutchens.pdf
Apostle's creed.pdf
Cornôack-Pader an Arleth.pdf
Genesis 1.pdf
In Memoriam Capt. Stephen Hutchens.pdf
Jenkins epitaph.pdf
Letter to Gwavas (with Pader an Arleth).pdf
Letter to Gwavas 2.pdf
Moral Advice.pdf
Pilchard Rhyme (Reem an Parra Hern).pdf
Reply to Gwavas.pdf
Ten Commandments (A Dêg Gwra Deiu).pdf
Verse at Keigwin’s death.pdf

Boson, Nicholas
Jooan Chei an Horr (vv 1-14).pdf
Nebbaz Gerriau dro tho Carnoack.pdf
The Duchess of Cornwall’s Progress.pdf

Boson, Thomas
Apostle's Creed (An Credian).pdf
Hundredth Psalm with Letter.pdf
Hurling Ball (An pelle arrance ma).pdf
Ten Commandments (an Deag Laver Deu).pdf
The Lord's Prayer (An Pader).pdf

Carew, Richard - Survey of Cornwall.pdf
Carter, Noel - Ha me a moaz.pdf
Chirgwin, Edward - Delkiow Seve.pdf
Davey, John jnr. - Crankan Rhyme.pdf
Drake, Thomas - Banns.pdf
Gwavas, William

Letter to America (Lether tha America).pdf
Letter to John Boson.pdf
Letter to Oliver Pender.pdf
Poem about Marazion Bowling Green and Club.pdf
Ten Commandments (an Deag Laver Deu).pdf
Verse to Nicholas Pentreath.pdf

Harry, James - Me a pew an deau enouz..pdf
Jenkins, John

Cousow do ve che dean mor ferre.pdf
Ma leeas gwreag.pdf

Keigwin, John
Extract.pdf
King Charles First’s Letter.pdf

Lluyd, Edward - An lavar goth.pdf
Miscellaneous
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Family Mottoes.pdf
Pender, Oliver

Letter about pilchards to Gwavas.pdf
to Gwavas.pdf

Rowe, William
An Deeg Lavarow a Deew.pdf
Genesis III.pdf
Matthew II.pdf
Matthew IV.pdf

Symonds, Richard - Civil War diary.pdf
Thomas, Henry - Australian notebook.pdf
Thompson - To Dolly Pentreath.pdf
Tonkin, John

Kanna Kernuak.pdf
Ni venja pea.pdf

§ Howlsedhes Services (KK omitted)
Bewnans Ke
Bible extracts - Wm Rowe

Exodus XX 2–17 The 10 Commandments - wr10lavarow.html
Genesis III 1-24.html
Matthew II & IV - wrms.html

Charter Fragment
Gwreans an Bys
Mount Calvary
Ordinalia 1-Origo Mundi
Ordinalia 2-Passio Christi
Ordinalia 3-Resurrectio Domini
Tregear's Homilies
Wm Bodinar's letter - 2.txt
Wm Bodinar's letter - wb.txt

§ Kemysk
Betham, Sir William - The Gael and Cymbri
Charles MacKay.  The Gaelic etymology of the languages of western Europe
Historical Survey of Cornwall (Google Book Search)
Historical Survey of Cornwall (Internet Archive)
MacBain, Alexander. An Etymological Dictionary of the Gaelic Language (includes Cornish etyma)
Zeuss - Grammatica Celtica

§ Lhuyd. Archaeologia Britannica

§ Padel, Polkinhorn - Bewnans Ke

§ Personal and Place-names
Arthur, William - An Etymological Dictionary of family and Christian names
Charnock, R.S. - Local Etymology. A Derivative Dictionary of Geographical Names
Charnock, R.S. - Praenomina; or, The etymology of the principal Christian names of GB & Ireland
Edmunds, Flavell - Traces of History in the names of places
McLure, Edmund. British place-names in their historical setting
Williamson, W.A. Local etymology. Names of places in the British Isles, & in other parts of the world

§ Vocabularium Cornicum

§ Wikisource - Kernewek
Beunans_Meriasek.html
Charter_Fragment.html
Delkiow_Sevi.html
Dhô'm_Gwrêg_Gernûak.html
Drake_Proanter_East.html
Dzhuan_Tshei_an_Hor.html
Gwreans_an_Bys
Lyther_William_Bodinar.html
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Ordinalia, 1 - 3
Pascon_Agan_Arluth.html
Tregear_Homilies.html
Vocabularium_Cornicum.html

§ www-archive-org
Jenner, Henry- Handbook of Cornish
Keigwin, John. Mount Calvary
Norris, Edwin -  Sketch of Cornish Grammar
Norris, Edwin - vol.1 Origo Mundi, Passio Domini Nostri
Norris, Edwin - vol.2 Resurrexio Domini
Peter, Thurston Collins - The old Cornish drama
Sandys, William - Specimens of Cornish Provincial Dialect (samples of Cornish included)
Whitley Stokes - Gwreans an Bys
Williams, G.P. - The preverbal particle 'Re' in Cornish
Williams, Rev. Robert - Lexicon cornu-britannicum


